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The DALI KATCH is the go-anywhere speaker without compromise, bringing DALI’s extensive audio heritage to a stylish, compact design, so you can share the sound you love anywhere you go.

The KATCH represents a sea-change in thinking for DALI. Known for its proud stance on sound that delivers a richly detailed listening experience, this newest offering takes those same values and sets them free. It’s the classic DALI sound, redefined in a portable speaker for the very first time.

Celebrating this revolution in music on the move, DALI invited its favourite artists, musicians and creators to express their unique tastes via the KATCH. Read on to explore their stories, or visit Tumblr to view them in full.

dali-katch.tumblr.com/
Music is our objective, technology the means

Setting fresh standards in portable audio, the stunning new KATCH is more than just a speaker. It’s DALI’s advanced digital technology and design excellence. Bringing both these elements together, this is a sleek, compact loudspeaker that delivers an astonishingly rich and detailed sound.

Connect with ease
Share your music quickly and seamlessly with Bluetooth 4.0, Apt-X and NFC.

Stunning sound
Dual drivers deliver first-class audio, powered by a 2 x 25 watt class-D amplifier.
Listen for longer

Perfectly balanced sound that lasts for up to 24 hours thanks to a powerful 2600 mAh Li-ion battery.

Your speaker, your style
Express yourself with three stunning colour choices: Dark Shadow, Cloud Gray and Green Moss.

Pick up and play

Listen anywhere with the KATCH’s durable design and elegant leather carry strap.
Collin van der Sluijs & Super A
Maastricht

Spraying their creativity straight onto the walls in urban locations across the globe, Dutch street artists Collin van der Sluijs and Super A share a rare chemistry and a love of hip hop. From installations and stencils on street corners, to colourful murals on a building-sized scale, their art belongs out in the world where it can be enjoyed by all.

“Art is about having total freedom, being able to express yourself anytime, anywhere.”
Manchester-born JJ Rosa started writing songs at 7 years old. Raised on Jimi Hendrix, the singer and guitarist formed an unbreakable bond with the Fender Stratocaster, and her quest for the best gear didn’t stop with her instrument. For JJ, the ability to share songs with friends and family is vital to her creative process.

“**The KATCH works so perfectly as an additional monitor in the studio.**”

Filthy French make music for the early hours. Inspired by the darker shades of house and hip hop, the pair cut their teeth in London’s underground clubs, before returning to Paris to refine their sound. It’s here the duo earned their reputation for keeping raves and rooftop parties rocking late into the night.

**“When you’re playing a headline set, you need to have stamina to stay in the zone.”**
For Italian dancer Alessandra Tognoloni, music is behind every movement. She began her classical training in Rome, before finding herself on stages and studio floors around the world – from London to New York. Whether performing for a crowd or for herself, she loves to lose herself in sound, guiding her from one step to the next.

“Music is behind every movement.”

Alessandra Tognoloni
Monaco

“I love the way that when you’re dancing, you can be completely yourself.”

The stylist

Makeup artist, hair stylist and professional body painter, Fanny Burgos has spent the past decade creating distinctive looks and characters. When it comes to expressing herself, the multi-talented Spaniard regularly finds inspiration in pop styles past and present. With icons of music and fashion behind her, she brings her favourite sounds to life.

“Sugary pop looks are all about bright colours and never holding back. It should feel like a Gwen Stefani music video.”

Fanny Burgos
Madrid
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FULL SPECIFICATIONS

- Bluetooth 4.0 Apt-X
- 2x 25W RMS Class-D amplifier
- 2x 3.5-inch aluminium woofers
- 2x 21mm soft-dome tweeters
- Extruded aluminium body with an ABS+PC front
- NFC pairing
- 3.5 mini-jack input
- 3000-mAh internal battery
- USB Charge output
- Dimensions (HxWxD) [mm]: 138 x 268.5 x 47
- Weight [Kg]: 1.1

Available in 3 colours; Dark Shadow, Green Moss and Cloud Gray

Accessories included:
Universal Mains Adapter, Quick Start Guide, Travel bag

More product details on www.dali-speakers.com/katch